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Foreword

It is diffi  cult to overestimate the signifi cance of the work of Werner Kelber 
for biblical studies. His groundbreaking 1983 monograph, Th e Oral and 
the Written Gospel, challenged the core foundations of biblical scholarship 
by off ering a paradigm shift  of sweeping proportions. Over the last three 
decades he has affi  rmed, revised, refi ned, and expanded his work in con-
versation with others who work in the same fi eld and who are interacting 
with his scholarchip. Th e articles and papers arranged in chronological 
order in this volume chart that pioneering course. Every essay makes an 
original contribution, even when Kelber is reviewing the work of others. I 
have learned an enormous amount from this opportunity to study them.

In Kelber’s view, biblical scholars of early Christianity and the New 
Testament have not adequately taken into account the ancient media of 
communication. Quite the contrary, historical-critical scholarship has 
worked instead by using assumptions and methods of modern print 
culture. In Kelber’s analysis, this approach represents an anachronistic 
understanding of the arts of communication in antiquity, resulting in 
fl awed historical reconstructions and inadequate interpretations of bibli-
cal writings. Even more problematic, this print-media mentality has left  
out of account the actual ancient media of communication—a “myopia” 
in the way we have traditionally studied biblical cultures and texts.

Drawing on current scholarship in cultural anthropology, oral-
ity studies, memory studies, classical scholarship, psychology, and other 
fields, Kelber proposes a bold alternative hermeneutic that shifts the 
center of gravity away from a focus on texts in print-mode to a model 
with four interrelated components: oral speech, memory, scribality, and 
performance. Th ese provide the key elements of the complex communi-
cation arts of the ancient world. In unpacking these components, Kelber 
discusses features of the early Christian culture of orality, the overarching 
signifi cance of memory as the main storehouse of tradition, scribing and 
manuscripts as seen in interrelationship with orality and memory, and 
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xiv FOREWORD

the importance of performance. Whereas numerous scholars have devel-
oped one or the other of these components, Kelber’s body of work off ers 
a comprehensive, innovative, and coherent theory of the ancient arts of 
communication that can guide our future work. 

Furthermore, Kelber demonstrates how oral speech, individual 
and collective memory, chirographic manuscripts, and performances 
all served the social, political, ethical, and cultural ethos and identity of 
the community. To characterize the pervasiveness and importance of 
this cultural ethos, Kelber refers to it as the “biosphere” of a particular 
community. It is the life-world that a community shares and that gives 
a community its identity. It is the collective social memory that selects, 
omits, revises, adapts, re-creates, and expands the traditions to serve the 
needs of the community in particular times and circumstances. Within 
this ethos, the components of communication interrelate in various ways 
to create and maintain the cultural traditions that give social identity, sta-
bility, adaptability, and innovation to the community.

Also, in Kelber’s view, at an even deeper level, the particular commu-
nication arts of a culture shape its individual and collective mentality in 
ways that are distinct from cultures with other means of communication—
just as our current electronic means of communication are changing the 
collective ways we think and relate in the modern world. Th e challenge 
Kelber off ers biblical scholarship is to overcome the mental and social 
assumptions of the print culture that have dominated biblical scholar-
ship and to seek to grasp the mindset of ancient cultures, where speech, 
memory, and performance held priority and where the nature and func-
tion of scribal manuscripts are to be distinguished from modern print.

In making these points, Kelber deals not only with communication 
arts in antiquity but also with the communication media of medieval 
culture, premodernism, Gutenberg’s print revolution, and the Reforma-
tion. In other words, these essays do not merely cover New Testament 
texts, history, and interpretation. Th ey also invite readers to think about 
the signifi cance of media communications across the span of Western 
history up to modernity. Th is long-range perspective serves to facilitate 
comparative thought by enabling readers to become aware of the modern 
media sensibilities that have dominated our scholarly approaches to the 
Bible. 

Kelber makes clear that the foundational shift  from a print mentality 
to a focus on ancient communication arts is neither an add-on nor a blind 
spot to be investigated with the same tools we have been using. Rather, 
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seeing early Christianity as part of an oral-memory-scribal-performance 
culture represents a paradigm shift  that pulls the rug from under so much 
of what we do and boldly proposes diff erent presuppositions and pro-
cedures that require new tools and methods. As such, Kelber’s work is 
revolutionary, and, as such, it is has the potential to change a great deal of 
biblical scholarship at the concrete level of historical reconstruction and 
literary interpretation. In applying the new hermeneutic, Kelber empha-
sizes that all the key components—oral speech, memory, scribality, and 
performance—were interrelated in multiple ways. Such complexity makes 
it necessary for us to attempt to be specifi c about the presence and inter-
action of these components in any given instance under study. 

Kelber himself develops numerous examples that demonstrate how 
attention to the ancient media might impact our understanding of the 
New Testament and related writings. He off ers interpretations of Mark, 
Paul’s letters, Q, and the Gospel of Th omas, each of which manifests dif-
ferent confi gurations of the arts of communication. Kelber also shows the 
potential impact of the new model in several traditional historical-critical 
disciplines such as form criticism, source criticism, and textual criticism. 
He shows how these disciplines that are based on the assumptions of a 
print culture have led to mistaken conclusions, and he illustrates poten-
tial outcomes using alternative methods of study based on the model that 
employs oral, memorial, chirographic, and performative arts of commu-
nication. In the course of these arguments, Kelber reconceptualizes the 
model of tradition itself—not only the Gospel tradition but also the proto-
Masoretic tradition of the Hebrew Bible, the early rabbinic tradition, and 
the Hellenistic school tradition, inviting us to discern media commonali-
ties across all four traditions.

Whether one agrees or disagrees with every specifi c of Kelber’s com-
munication model or with the way he reconfi gures disciplines or with his 
interpretations of particular works, there is no getting around the radi-
cal challenge of his work to the roots of biblical studies—his foundational 
critique of our anachronistic print-culture approaches and his call for 
another set of assumptions to guide us into a new era of biblical stud-
ies. At stake, in Kelber’s view, is the historical-critical paradigm itself in 
its current form. In an even larger sense, it can be said that the central 
metaphors of Western thought are aff ected by this media change: text and 
speech, tradition and composition, authorship and reading, writing and 
text, memory and imagination, cognition and logic, and performance and 
interpretation. 



Few scholars have produced works that change the landscape of bib-
lical studies. Werner Kelber is one of them. Since the onset of Kelber’s 
clarion call for new media foundations, many scholars have contributed 
to the fi eld. Th ey have also incorporated, expanded, engaged, and chal-
lenged Kelber’s insights and proposals—in papers, conferences, seminar 
sections of scholarly societies, monographs and dissertations, collections 
of articles, websites, publishing series, and much more. Th is volume of 
collected essays represents a giant leap forward by making Kelber’s work 
accessible in one place to a wide range of scholars, and the rippling impli-
cations left  in the wake of his work will undoubtedly continue to shake the 
scholarly world.

David Rhoads
Professor of New Testament, Emeritus 

Lutheran School of Th eology at Chicago
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Introduction

 That manuscripts are different from modern printed editions is obvious 
enough. Yet only when we have spent some time among manuscripts do 
we begin to realize just how powerful this difference is.

—John Dagenais, The Ethics of Reading in Manuscript Culture

We have yet to appreciate fully the extent to which contemporary literary 
theory is founded upon an archi-typography.

—John Dagenais, The Ethics of Reading in Manuscript Culture

The essays collected in this volume and arranged in the chronological order 
of their composition were published between 1985 and 2011, spanning a 
period of over a quarter of a century. All the pieces have previously been 
published, and all have been reworked and edited. To enhance readability, 
to facilitate cross-referencing, and to improve the coherence of the whole, 
the sixteen chapters have been subdivided into sense units and numbered 
across the volume. All essays have been written after the publication of my 
earlier study The Oral and the Written Gospel (1983). They take their start-
ing point from that book and seek to develop the premises initiated in it.

In the most general terms, Imprints, Voiceprints, and Footprints of 
Memory offers analyses of the ancient world of communication as it mani-
fested itself in voice and chirographic practices, in oral-scribal interfaces, 
in compositional processes and performative activities, and in memory 
both as an individual and a social phenomenon. Some essays extend the 
topic of communication beyond ancient culture across the Middle Ages 
and into modernity. The title articulates the core issue explored in these 
essays: the dominantly typographical mediation of ancient chirographic, 
oral, and memorial communication processes. Until the recent advent of 
the electronic medium, the bulk of our studies of ancient biblical texts 
has been processed via the print medium. Although there is little con-
sciousness of this fact, it has influenced every aspect of modern biblical 
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2 IMPRINTS, VOICEPRINTS, AND FOOTPRINTS OF MEMORY

scholarship. We tend to be least conscious of that which affects us most 
deeply. This volume seeks to develop a Problembewusstsein, a conscious-
ness of the media problematics rooted in the authority of the modern 
print Bible and in the historical-critical paradigm. There is a media gap 
that separates by two millennia our scholarly treatment of the print Bible, 
processed mostly in the print medium, from the media world in which 
the biblical texts were composed, reoralized, and remembered. While no 
doubt inspired by current electronic technologies and their transformative 
impact on our social and political life, on consciousness and the human 
sensorium, these essays are intellectually indebted to the pioneering work 
of humanistic scholars such as Milman Parry, Frances Yates, Albert Bates 
Lord, Walter J. Ong, Eric Havelock, Martin Jaffee, John Dagenais, Ruth 
Finnegan, John Miles Foley, Elizabeth Eisenstein, Michael Giesecke, Mary 
Carruthers, and others who in many and diverse ways have initiated and 
advanced our knowledge of oral tradition specifically and of the relations 
between media technologies, culture, and cognition in general. In moving 
oral, scribal, memorial dynamics and their transformation through the 
print medium to a point of central reflection, the essays collected here 
strive after a paradigm that thematizes the materiality and aesthetics of 
communicative practices.

The oral-scribal-memorial-performative paradigm that is being 
developed in these essays poses challenges to the reigning historical, 
documentary, source-critical paradigm. The latter has served as the intel-
lectual impetus for biblical scholarship since premodern times and far 
into postmodernism. Most of our exegetical practices and theoretical 
assumptions about the verbal arts in ancient, early Christian, and Jewish 
culture are deeply entrenched in this classic paradigm. Professional bibli-
cal scholarship has been conducting its business for over five centuries in 
the medium of print, and has been accustomed to experiencing the Bible 
as a technologically constructed objectivity. Put differently, from the per-
spectives developed here, the historical-critical paradigm appears culture-
bound and beholden to modern media dynamics that are many centuries 
removed from the ancient communications culture. The first epigraph to 
this introduction articulates this media gap. The challenge I pose to the 
historical-critical paradigm is not meant to be a categorical objection to 
it. To the contrary. The accomplishments of the historical examination of 
the Bible are incontestably huge. They mark a high point of the intellec-
tual ethos of modernity. My concern is rather that the historical-critical 
paradigm is not historical enough. What is advocated here is a novel sense 
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of sensibilities that seeks to come to terms with what Foley has called “an 
inadequate theory of verbal art.” More is involved than the correction of an 
imbalance. A new theory of the verbal art that is commensurate with the 
ancient culture of communication—that is what I have been attempting to 
accomplish over the past quarter of a century. The studies brought together 
in this volume are therefore not merely to be viewed as an embellishment 
or modification of conventional historical, predominantly textual studies, 
something to be added to the existing scholarly paradigm. Instead, these 
essays invite readers to examine a set of concepts that are widely viewed as 
a given of the historical paradigm and are often thought to require no criti-
cal reflection any more. Notions about text and speech, tradition and com-
position, authorship and reading, writing and text, memory and imagina-
tion, cognition and logic—central metaphors of Western thought—are all 
affected in the effort to rethink what in my view is a paradigm driven by a 
dominantly post-Gutenberg intellectualism.

Nomenclature has been a concern throughout these essays. Historical 
criticism by and large lacks the language to express the oral-scribal-memo-
rial-performative dynamics of ancient word processing. I am struggling 
to wrest myself free from technical terms and definitions that represent 
typographically conditioned logic and habits, and yet I have found myself 
again and again slipping into the language of modernity’s print medium. 
Ideally, the vocabulary we use must be derived from and have a direct 
bearing on the phenomena we observe. Nomenclature is therefore of the 
essence. For example, in the course of writing these essays, I have grown 
increasingly uneasy about the use of terms such as text and textuality, 
words that are loaded with assumptions derived from modern literary 
criticism and print technology. I now prefer manuscript and scribality, 
chirography and scriptography, scriptum and scripta, all terms that denote 
the craft of handwriting. Throughout this volume, readers will encounter 
the following technical terms: equiprimordiality: a plurality of originals as 
over against the single original; Jesus as Erinnerungsfigur (J. Assmann): a 
memorially engaging and accessible personage, rather than a historically 
retrievable and verifiable one; archaeology of memory: retrieval of past 
traditions for present identification and mythicization; commemorative 
keying (Schwartz and Kirk): a tradition’s linking with archetypal figures, 
images, and events of the past; reoralization: recycling of scripts into dis-
course; dedicated medium: stylized, patterned language rooted in oral per-
formance and designed to achieve maximal communicative effects; mne-
mohistory (J. Assmann): history as a continuous stream of rememorizing 
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activities and processes; damnatio memoriae: the suppression of memory 
for psychological but also for political reasons; typographic captivity: com-
munication and scholarship in the post-Gutenberg era conditioned and 
controlled by print technology; biosphere: tradition viewed as a live matrix 
of oral, scribal, memorial features and dynamics; mouvance (Zumthor): 
the recensional activity of a living manuscript culture in the process of 
persistent regeneration; Traditionsbruch (J. Assmann): a rupture in the 
tradition, typically after a forty years interval when (remembered) history 
has to yield to rememorization; memorial threshold: a memory crisis at the 
end of a generational period demanding a reconfiguration of memory; 
virtuality and virtual text: terms associated with the digital medium, 
denoting a textual reality not in the concrete, but in an electronically 
enhanced and transfigured sense; scribal activism: scribes’ compositional, 
memorial intervention in the products of their trade; interior visualiza-
tion: a feature of ancient rhetoric (and medieval memory theory), advert-
ing to the interiorization of knowledge via images; vox intexta or voiced 
texts: scripted verbalization designed to reach its communicative realiza-
tion in oral performance; intermediality: interaction of oral with scribal 
communication; Rezitationstexte: the nature of many ancient manuscripts 
to be reperformed in oral discourse; enculturation (the central concept 
in Carr’s paradigm of the ancient verbal art, but employed by others as 
well): the educational function of ancient Near Eastern and Mediterra-
nean manuscripts to be inculcated in people’s minds and hearts; print 
capitalism (Anderson): a new cultural phenomenon in Western history 
characterized by the confluence of the high tech of the fifteenth century 
with a rapidly growing entrepreneurship; originalism: fascination with 
origin, including the search for the original saying, the original text, and 
so on; les cadres sociaux (Halbwachs) and Bezugsrahmen (J. Assmann): 
referring to a central thesis of cultural memory which postulates that the 
past is never directly accessible apart from memory frameworks supplied 
by present social experiences; reconstructivism: a key feature of cultural 
memory stating that the past has to be continually reorganized to be pre-
served; loci communes or memory places: the creation of mental spaces 
for the storing of knowledge (used in this book also in reference to com-
monplace patterns in the passion narrative).

The readers following these essays in the chronological order of their 
composition will observe a shift from an initial focus on literary, narra-
tological issues towards understanding the oral-scribal-memorial-perfor-
mative dynamics and a growing theoretical grasp of the subject matter. 
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Among the wide range of issues covered in this volume, there are four 
central topics to which I return repeatedly and in different intellectual 
contexts. The first topic is originalism, a term at home in jurisprudence, 
and a characteristic trait of the historical-critical study of the Bible. Origi-
nalism, in the words of a sitting Supreme Court justice, is “to give the text 
the meaning it had when it was adopted.” In biblical scholarship, original-
ism is a defining feature of its rationality. It refers to the search for what 
has often been referred to as the original Greek text of the New Testament, 
and our efforts to recover the singular originality of Jesus’ ipsissima verba 
or their ipsissima structura, the original text of Q, and the original version 
among textual variants. It is a driving force in the historical Quest, in form 
criticism, in text criticism, and in Q research. My argument throughout is 
that the search for the single origin is incompatible with the oral-scribal 
dynamics of the early tradition.

The notion of the one original reflects the experience of the print 
medium, a point made in the second epigraph to this introduction. As long 
as texts remain actively involved in a performance process, each reactiva-
tion is authentically original. We have to think the—for us exceedingly dif-
ficult—concept of multiple originals, instead of the single reference point.

Originalism is a principal impulse of the discipline of form criticism, 
the second central topic in these essays. One of the most consequential 
methodological principles underlying modern biblical scholarship, it is 
based on the premise that oral items embedded in texts are identifiable, 
accessible, and detachable from their contents. The discipline was ini-
tially designed to come to an understanding of the nature and processes 
of oral tradition, but it was early on enlisted, and, I propose, misdirected 
toward the Quest for the original sayings of Jesus. I argue that current 
orality-scribality studies compromise nearly every aspect of form criti-
cism, including that of the detachability of oral speech, the linearity of 
the oral, oral-scribal tradition, and the notion of the insignificance of the 
Gospels’ narrative poetics. I suggest that already the discipline’s very own 
designation in terms of form criticism is misconceived, because form is a 
visually based concept ill-suited to capture the phenomenon of oral dis-
course. True to the actual processes of oral tradition, the discipline should 
have called itself performance criticism, in the manner in which it is pres-
ently being developed by David Rhoads. In view of the immense influence 
form criticism exerts over biblical scholarship, I argue the case against the 
discipline in detail, and in the process reiterate and enlarge my own under-
standing of the oral-scribal-memorial-performative paradigm.
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Tradition and Oral Tradition is the third topic treated extensively 
in these essays. I am keenly aware of the nationalistic and ethnocentric 
connotations that have been attached to this “intriguing and appealing 
and sometimes treacherous concept” (Ruth Finnegan). Both terms, oral 
and tradition, are multivalent, and the compound oral tradition does not 
credibly lend itself to a single, simple definition. Still, Foley is right, and 
Finnegan would no doubt agree, that “94 percent of our historical experi-
ence depended wholly on an alternate technology, the technology of oral 
tradition.” Writing came exceedingly late, and it was very rare for the lon-
gest part of human existence—and even print verbalization may turn out 
to be a mere episode. Biblical criticism has been ill-served by the neglect 
or misapprehension of oral tradition. The time is long past that we can dis-
miss it as illusionary, or, as some would have it, as campfire romanticism, 
or as a residue of folklore studies that are becoming extinct in the humani-
ties. In biblical studies, the oral-scribal-memorial-performative paradigm 
has rapidly proliferated over the past thirty years, and the relevant scholar-
ship has grown in historical exactness and theoretical sophistication. Still, 
the modern scholarly view often is that oral discourse is an appendage to 
writing, whereas in ancient culture, and far into the Middle Ages, the rela-
tionship was precisely the other way around: writing served the impera-
tives of recitation and memorization.

Oral tradition has both a synchronic and a diachronic dimension. 
Once writing had come into existence, oral tradition may broadly be 
described as a verbal-social context larger than any single papyrus or vel-
lum-bound verbalization. For the period of late antiquity, I have intro-
duced the concept of biosphere, a matrix that carries the oxygen neces-
sary to sustain human life. Diachronically, I have throughout my writings 
objected to a linear, developmental concept. I suggest that the perception 
of an oral-scribal-oral feedback loop, rather than a chain of causalities, may 
approximate oral tradition more accurately than the concept of trajectory. 
Importantly, the medieval Church and Catholicism to this day have insti-
tutionalized tradition by placing it (along with papal and conciliar author-
ity) on equal footing with the authority of the Bible. I also reflect on the 
sixteenth-century Reformers’ repudiation of tradition, thereby empower-
ing the Bible with an authority it never had achieved before in Western 
culture. The fateful decision, I argue with others, is closely allied with the 
invention of the high tech of the fifteenth century. I devote some space 
to discussing the print revolution and its impact on the role of the Bible 
and its interpretation. Among typography’s consequences are the rise of 
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the historical-critical paradigm, biblical literalism and fundamentalism, a 
notion unthinkable in ancient Christianity and the medieval church, and 
the Bible’s commercialization, its transformation into a source of revenue 
and into a product that one day will be available on every night table in 
our hotels.

Memory, the fourth topic in this book, entered my work in the mid-
1990s. Since then, my interest in the concept has steadily grown. Begin-
ning with chapter 6, numerous aspects of memory are introduced, and 
various features of ancient and medieval culture are illuminated in con-
nection with it: memory in ancient mythology, philosophy, and rhetoric 
(6.32), St. Augustine’s meditation on memory (6.34), medieval reconcep-
tualization of memory (6.35), memory’s compositional processes (7.42), 
the ordeal of remembering in Judaism and Christianity (8.48–49), mne-
mohistory (8.50), studies on the ancient and medieval memory culture by 
Yates and Carruthers (9.51), early Christianity as mnemohistory, a pro-
cess of constructive negotiations of (remembered) history and traditions 
(ch. 11), memory and violence (ch. 13)—including the passion narra-
tive’s commemorative strategies in response to a traumatic death (12.88), 
Gerhardsson’s Memory and Manuscript (ch. 14)—including “eight faces 
of memory” (14.97), memory in the enculturation paradigm (15.98), 
the spatial model of memory (15.101), and memory and manuscript in 
medieval culture (15.102). Much to my own surprise, I observed in the 
process of editing these essays that memory had emerged as a key con-
cept in my work. Memory is presently in the process of becoming a rec-
ognized research topic in biblical scholarship. But it is worth noting that 
with rare, though very distinguished, exceptions (Gerhardsson, Rodri-
guez, Kirk, Thatcher), memory in the past has found no place in histori-
cal criticism, in the subdisciplines of form criticism and textual criticism, 
and little recognition in hermeneutics. Mnemosyne, mother of the nine 
Muses, goddess of imagination and memory, one of the five canons of 
ancient rhetoric, whom Augustine counted, along with will and under-
standing, as one of the three powers of the soul, forces that were rep-
resented in the Trinity, “the matrix of all human temporal perception” 
(Carruthers), this deep space of the human mind, has played next to 
no role in modernity’s study and interpretation of the ancient texts of 
the Bible. Few issues demonstrate as clearly the difference between the 
historical-critical paradigm and the oral-scribal-memorial-performative 
paradigm as the role of memory, its virtual absence in one model versus 
its rise to central position in the other. In these essays, I am as interested 
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in exploring the many faces of memory as I am in considering the rea-
sons for its demise in biblical scholarship.

Memory, not unlike tradition, is a multivalent and quintessentially 
interdisciplinary category, and I have taken pains to demonstrate its appli-
cability in diverse cultural contexts. In that vein, a particular concern of 
mine has been to enlarge the focus on memory toward the wider field of 
memory, language, cognition, sense perception, and also logic—because 
logic is not a given, it has a history. Understood in this broadly inclusive 
sense, these studies on communication processes cover ancient history, 
run through medieval culture, and also focus on the print revolution and 
its impact on modernity. Among the rhetoricians, epic singers, philoso-
phers, and theologians whose relevant thoughts have been integrated are 
Homer, Gorgias, Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Eusebius, Quintilian, Origen, 
Augustine, Abailard, Bernard of Clairvaux, Thomas Aquinas, William 
of Ockham, Luther—not to forget, the blacksmith, goldsmith, artisan, 
printer, publisher, and entrepreneur Johannes Gutenberg. The placement 
of the historical-critical paradigm into this broad sweep of Western com-
munications history is intended to facilitate comparative thought, bring-
ing self-awareness to the modern study of the print Bible via printed texts 
by confronting it with ancient and medieval media sensibilities.

The treatment of one aspect of memory merits special attention. 
In chapter 8, I discuss four case studies that manifest poisonous acts of 
remembering, conflicting memories, and the ordeal of remembering. Fea-
tures of the New Testament, especially their rememorizations, and aspects 
of New Testament scholarship itself have been, and in some ways continue 
to be part of, an anti-Jewish discourse. I show how the fateful verse Matt 
27:25 was reimagined under social, political circumstances different from 
those under which they were written, triggering demonizing fantasies 
and murderous actions throughout Western history (8.46). As far as the 
Middle Ages are concerned, I use the case of the noted Barcelona Dispu-
tation of 1236 between Rabbi Moses ben Nahman and Pablo Christiani 
to demonstrate that their irreconcilable positions are comprehensible as a 
clash of cultural memories (8.47). In modern times, I interpret Elie Wie-
sel’s novel Night, and its complex compositional history, as an example of 
the ordeal of remembering transpiring under memory’s stern mandate to 
carry the past over into the present (8.48). I finally analyze the appropria-
tion of the trauma of Auschwitz by Jews and Christians, Polish Jews and 
Polish Catholics, national and religious interests. I argue that the atrocities 
live on as a tragic struggle of conflicting memories and identities (8.49). 
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All four cases, I demonstrate, lend themselves to the application of the 
social or cultural memory theory.

I have found some of these case studies helpful in reconsidering the 
approach to the passion narrative. I conclude that the historical-critical 
search for source-critical precision, textual originality, accurate chronol-
ogy, and for the bedrock of historical facticity misses what, I think, mat-
ters most about the sacred story: the commemorative and psychodynamic 
impulses that feed it. I proceed from the concept of trauma and inter-
pret the passion narrative as a commemorative story that applies various 
memorial strategies to carry out the impossible objective of projecting the 
hideous atrocity into the present.

I have dedicated these essays to the late John Miles Foley, a shining 
light in the humanities, and a very dear friend of mine.


